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What you really need to know about Mark Lloyd
they also did something else. They began buying up stations. Very early on, the first sort of note about
this, really for me, at least when I was at CNN was what happened at CBS.”

“They closed bureaus down all around the world, CBS did.” Fn.1.

His essay written for the Leadership Conference of Civil Rights in 1998 makes a similar statement: “But
now, the great progress made by the civil rights communities in the communications policy arena has

Sources for further
reading:

been rolled back. The Reagan-dominated FCC destroyed the ascertainment process, arguing that it was
too much of an administrative burden on the stations and on the FCC.” Fn.2. He also says that national
attention in the 1950’s was focused on “imagined internal and external threats posed by communism.” Id.

Fn.1. Audio file. Panel, Media
Reform and Social Change, at the
National Conference for Media
Reform 2008, June 7, 2008.
Available online at http://
freepress.net/node/39054
(Accessed September 28, 2009.)

In a 2007 report released by the Center for American Progress, which he co-authored, called, “The
Structural Imbalance of Political Talk Radio, ” it is argued that the conservative dominance of this medium
stems not from the free market, but from deliberate control by media moguls: “The disparities between
conservative and progressive programming reflect the absence of localism in American radio markets.
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This shortfall results from the consolidation of ownership in radio stations and the corresponding
dominance of syndicated programming operating in economies of scale that do not match the local needs
of all communities.” Fn.3. Proposed solutions to this problem are as follows:



Restore local and national caps on the ownership of commercial radio stations.



Ensure greater local accountability over radio licensing.



Require commercial owners who fail to abide by enforceable public interest obligations to pay a
fee to support public broadcasting. Id.

These proposals are in keeping with Lloyd’s ideas expressed elsewhere. He doesn’t believe in the official
reinstitution of the Fairness Doctrine, but using available legal tactics to bring about the same results,
including having the Justice Department sue media corporations on anti-trust grounds, and encouraging
local licensing challenges. Fn.4., Fn.5.

In the aforementioned panel on Media Reform Mark Lloyd also made some ambiguous comments about
Hugo Chavez and his regime in Venezuela. After having spoken about the use of radio as a propaganda
tool by the state in Rwanda during the conflict between the Tutsis and the Hutus, he continued in this vein:
“In Venezuela Chavez really had an incredible revolution, a democratic revolution, to begin to put
in place things that were going to have an impact on the people in Venezuela. The property owners

———————————————Fn.5. Mark Lloyd, Forget the Fairness Doctrine, Center for
American Progress, July 24, 2007.
Available online at: http://
www.americanprogress.org/
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